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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program (the
Project) supports the Ulaanbaatar City master plan in upgrading priority services and economic
hubs (subcenters) in ger (yurt or traditional tents) areas. Combining spatial and sector
approaches, the Project proposes an integrated solution to respond to the growing demand for
basic urban services. It involves the development of subcenters as catalysts for growth in the
ger areas including financing core urban infrastructure and basic services in priority road
sections, investments in socioeconomic facilities based on communities’ needs, and the
improvement of service providers’ operations management. It also supports (i) community
participation, awareness, and empowerment; (ii) urban planning and subcenter development;
(iii) on-the-job training in project management and implementation; and (iv) sector reform
initiatives necessary to support the program road map and policy framework. Overall, the
Project aims to improve the living conditions in Ulaanbaatar through a network of livable,
competitive, and inclusive subcenters in the ger areas. With about 1,400 households affected,
the investment program is categorized A for involuntary resettlement.
On 28 March 2018, the Office of the Special Project Facilitator (OSPF) received a
Complaint from a group of project-affected people alleging damages and negative impacts due
to land acquisition and property valuation of the Project. The Complainants were supported by
two Mongolia-based nongovernmental organizations. A similar complaint was forwarded to the
European Investment Bank (EIB) Project Complaint Mechanism, a cofinancier of the Project.
The Complaint to ADB was determined eligible after an OSPF fact-finding mission in April 2018.
Review and assessment of the Complaint was conducted from 27 April to 3 May 2018 and
finalized in July 2018.
A series of round table discussions was conducted and culminated with the signing of a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) on 2 July 2018. The MOU served as the guiding
document for the case-by-case negotiations initiated in June 20181 and fundamentally
concluded on 14 September 2018. Negotiation meetings facilitated by OSPF for each
Complainant ranged from a minimum of one to a maximum of eight negotiations on value of
assets, livelihood restoration, economic and business reimbursement, transitional and moving
assistance, and allocation of land plots to nontitle holders. The OSPF also customized a
capacity building program to equip Complainants with communication and negotiation skills prior
to the negotiation process. Throughout the problem-solving process, equal engagement of all
stakeholders was assured through joint meetings where issues were discussed and addressed.
Apart from building parties’ trust, the extensive meetings ensured agreed actions are
implemented. A total of 93 individual claims were resolved while four remain unresolved as the
Complainants demand a compensation package higher than agreed in the MOU.2
In consultation with stakeholders, an implementation and monitoring plan was prepared
in September 2018 and updated on 12 November 2018 to address the few committed actions
that remain unmet. On the basis of the agreed September plan, it was concluded that the
problem-solving process for this case had reached its final stage. Thus, this report reflects
OSPF actions to 12 November 2018. The OSPF is currently monitoring the implementation of
the agreed actions. When the agreed actions in the implementation plan have been completed
to the satisfaction of the key stakeholders, OSPF will prepare a Final Report for this case.

1

2

Case-by-case negotiations started in June 2018 at the request of some Complainants and land values adjusted
after 2 July 2018 for those Complainants who had concluded negotiations prior to the MOU.
The Project developments such as road alignments were adjusted to avoid directly impacting those Complainants
with which the negotiations were not successful.
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I.
A.

BACKGROUND

The Project

1.
Ulaanbaatar Urban Services and Ger Areas Development Investment Program (the
Project) will support the Ulaanbaatar City master plan in upgrading priority service and
economic hubs (subcenters) in ger (yurt or traditional tents) areas. The Government of Mongolia
and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) signed a loan agreement to implement the Project
through a multitranche financing facility program. The investment program will be implemented
over nine years and will comprise three tranches. Combining spatial and sector approaches, it
proposes an integrated solution to respond to the growing demand for basic urban services and
develop subcenters as catalysts for growth in the ger areas. The program involves financing
core urban infrastructure and basic services along priority road sections, investments in
socioeconomic facilities based on communities’ needs, and the improvement of service
providers’ operation management. The program will also support (i) community participation,
awareness, and empowerment; (ii) urban planning and subcenter development; (iii) extensive
on-the-job training in project management and implementation; and (iv) sector reform initiatives
necessary to support the program road map and policy framework.
2.
The expected impact of the investment program will be improved living conditions in
Ulaanbaatar. The expected outcome is a network of livable, competitive, and inclusive
subcenters in Ulaanbaatar’s ger areas. The Project was approved on 17 December 2013. The
safeguard categories are A for involuntary resettlement; B for environment; and C for
Indigenous People.3 According to the two land acquisition and resettlement plans prepared for
Selbe Subcenter Roads and Infrastructure Component and Bayankhoshuu Subcenter Water
Reservoir and Water Supply Component, the Project is affecting 825 landowners (1,400
households) – including 342 fully affected and 458 partially affected.4
B.

The Complaint

3.
A group of 31 project affected people (AP) supported by Oyu Tolgoi Watch, Zurgaan
Buudal, and Land Acquisition and Citizens’ Rights and Interests submitted the Complaint to
ADB. The Complaint, received by the Office of the Special Project Facilitator (OSPF) on 28
March 2018, requested problem-solving under the ADB’s Accountability Mechanism Policy.5
The OSPF acknowledged receipt and registered the Complaint on 3 April 2018. The
Complainants alleged damages and negative impacts from the land acquisition and property
valuation of the Project, including that “their rights are severely violated in the process of land
and property valuation for compensation for land acquisition and requested to resolve the
following negative impacts on the complainants:
•
lack of social impact assessment & meaningful consultation in the process of
developing the project & announcement of land acquisition notice without due
preparations has caused damages to affected persons;
•
lack of consultation on the methodology of valuation;
•
information not disclosed, not accessible, deceiving/misinforming citizens;
•
lack of official relationship and documentation;
•
ADB & European Investment Bank (EIB) safeguards policies have not been
complied with;
•
land acquisition process carried out in the winter season;
3

https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-pds
https://www.adb.org/projects/45007-004/main#project-documents
5 http://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/problem-solving-process
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•
•
•

using pressure and intimidation;
the Oversight Committee responsible for protecting APs’ interest is not fulfilling
its mandate; and
provoking conflict between neighbors & family members.” 6

4.
Complainants initially requested confidentiality but in the interest of the mediation
process, they agreed to release their names to the project management office (PMO) through
OSPF’s local mediation facilitator on 19 April 2018. The same Complaint was lodged with the
Project Complaint Mechanism of the EIB, a Project cofinancier.
C.

Determination of Eligibility

5.
To determine eligibility of the Complaint, the OSPF undertook a desk review of the
Project documents and the Special Project Facilitator (SPF) conducted an initial fact-finding
mission from 7–9 April 2018. The Project area, including the road alignment which affects many
of the Complainants, was visited and meetings were held with Complainants, other community
members affected by the Project who volunteered to provide feedback on the Project impacts,
ADB Project staff from East Asia Department and Mongolia Resident Mission, Municipality of
Ulaanbaatar City (MUB), nongovernment organizations (NGOs) who signed a formal Complaint
on behalf of the Complainants,7 and the Project Management Office (PMO). The SPF
determined that the Complaint met the Accountability Mechanism Policy eligibility criteria and
was declared eligible for problem-solving on 12 April 2018.
D.

Review and Assessment

6.
A local mediation facilitator was recruited on 17 April 2018 as part of the OSPF team to
facilitate day-to-day activities. The names of the Complainants were released to PMO and other
project stakeholders on 19 April 2018. Although the formal Complainants were the 31
signatories to the Complaint letter, during the review and assessment stage, there was an
increase in Complainants to 110 households. This was due to additional Complainants’ claims
submitted to the NGOs requesting to be included in the original Complaint. At the onset, ground
rules were agreed between the key stakeholders for case-by-case household negotiations
including identifying the issues, ways to convene the negotiation meetings, clarifying the roles of
representatives for the Complainants, and preparing official representation letters.
7.
A Review and Assessment Mission was undertaken by OSPF in Ulaanbaatar from 27
April to 3 May 2018. The objectives of the Mission included (i) to explore detail history of the
Complaint and better understand the issues submitted by the Complainants; (ii) confirm the key
stakeholders, identify additional issues, explore parties’ individual and shared interests; (iii) map
out perspectives and explore stakeholders’ readiness in joint problem-solving and facilitate a
dialogue between them; and (iv) recommend next steps and course of actions. The review and
assessment also included (i) documentation review; (ii) one-on-one and group interviews with
the Complainants and PMO; (iii) workshops; and (iv) a round table discussion. The workshops
were organized to consult and inform communities in Selbe and Bayankhoshuu areas on the
safeguards policies and Mongolian law on land valuation. The round table discussion included
representatives from the ADB Project staff, MUB working group, and the PMO with the purpose
6

Excerpt from an original complaint filed on 28 March 2018 with the Office of the Special Project Facilitator, Asian
Development Bank.
7 A representation letter for two NGOs to support the problem-solving process on behalf of 66 Complainants from
Selbe was issued on 28 May 2018. A second representation letter for a third NGO to support seven Complainants
from Selbe and 6 Complainants from Bayankhoshuu area was issued on 14 June 2018. The remaining 31
Complainants assured that they would represent themselves in case-by-case negotiations.
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of clarifying issues of concern and explore potential agreeable actions to move forward in the
problem-solving process.
8.
During the same Mission, a round table discussion was conducted with participants from
PMO, ADB Project team, and MUB working group facilitated by the OSPF. The MUB, in
principle, agreed to the proposed measures to address the key issues from the Complainants,
such as (i) options for replacement land for non-land owners; (ii) partial land acquisition does
not leave the plot unviable for the residents; (iii) option for replacement land with small plots title
holders with small plots and nontitle holders; (iv) livelihood restoration; and (v) process for
revaluation of land and assets. It was decided that these issues will be further fleshed out in
detail together with all the stakeholders and built into a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
between ADB Project team, Complainants, MUB, NGOs, and the PMO. Moving forward, it was
agreed that the OSPF local mediation facilitator would facilitate the joint meetings among
stakeholders to flesh out the MOU and provide support on a day-to-day basis in this Complaint
resolution process.
9.
All stakeholders of the problem-solving process reviewed and provided inputs into the
review and assessment report and this was finalized in July 2018 and posted on the OSPF
website8 in English and Mongolian languages.
II.
A.

PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

Steps to Resolve Issues

10.
A series of round table discussions were held between key stakeholders facilitated by
the OSPF. An MOU (see Appendix 1) was signed on 2 July 2018 by the ADB Project team,
Complainants, NGO representatives, MUB, and PMO outlining the various actions to be
implemented, including the responsible parties, to resolve the concerns raised by the
Complainants. The MOU served as the guiding document for the case-by-case negotiations
facilitated by OSPF between parties, initiated on 15 June 20189 and concluded 14 September
2018. The MOU specifies the amounts to be paid per unit of land under varying circumstances,
general agreements to be applied to all case-by-case negotiations, timeline for the Mayor’s
order issuance, contracting and compensation payments to the complainants, vacating land,
implementing livelihoods restoration program,10 conducting training on collaborative problemsolving approach and communication skills, and providing comparable land to nontitle holders
who live on the same land plot with the title holders who are Complainants. Activities to resolve
issues were as follows:
(i)
Capacity building. OSPF developed a customized capacity building training
program for the Complainants on understanding conflicts, communication skills,
preparing for the negotiation, and working as a team to attend negotiation.

8

https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/problem-solving-function/complaint-registry-year
Case-by-case negotiations process started in June 2018 at the request of some Complainants and the land value
was adjusted after 2 July 2018 for the Complainants negotiated earlier.
10 ADB funded a supplemental small-scale technical assistance (SSTA) to design the scope and activities of the
livelihood improvement program and strengthen the social impact assessment on AHs, including gender impact
assessment, and assessment of the losses of livelihoods, economic & business activities in consultation with the
AHs and their advisor NGOs. The assessment is based on a sample of 100 affected people which are potentially or
highly vulnerable. This report will provide a road map for the pilot livelihood restoration program to be implemented
for the project affected people including the complainants.
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(ii)
Case-by-case facilitation and day-to-day support. Although the Complaints
were on the issues of land acquisition, relocation and compensation amounts, the nature
of each Complaint was unique. Depending on the nature of the Complaint, the OSPF’s
local facilitator convened and facilitated the negotiation meetings in local language
among the Complainant households living in the same land plot, representatives of the
PMO, MUB, Land Agency, ADB Project team, valuation companies, and the
representing NGOs. Negotiation meeting date, venue, and discussion points were
agreed between the parties in advance through a shuttle negotiation approach. Parties
negotiated on the assets value, livelihood loss, economic and business activities income
loss and reimbursement amount, transitional and moving assistance to be provided to
the Complainants, and the allocation of the land plot, transitional and moving assistance
to nontitle holders living on the same land plot owned by the title-holders- all based on
the general agreement framework stipulated in the MOU signed on 2 July 2018. The
number of negotiation meetings with each Complainant ranged from one to eight.
Together with the OSPF facilitator, disputing parties conducted joint site visits as needed
during the negotiation phase in order to verify the facts and options raised by various
parties. PMO and MUB legal department11 experts were invited to the negotiation
meetings as needed when the Complainant’s case required technical knowledge and
expertise. An extensive list of project related documents, facts, data and other relevant
materials were jointly or separately reviewed by the parties throughout the negotiation
process. The negotiation agreement was recorded into a formal meeting minutes and
signed by all participants of the meeting which will serve as the implementation
agreement of each household. The documents were made available in both English and
local language. The last negotiation meeting was held on 14 September 2018.
(iii)
Convening joint meetings. Equal engagement of key stakeholders was assured
throughout the problem-solving process. Depending on the representation authority
provided to each NGO, NGOs participated in select case-by-case negotiation meetings.
NGOs were also engaged in various working-level meetings with MUB, Land Agency,
ADB Project team, PMO and Complainants. Discussion points including issues to be
addressed were agreed by all stakeholders in advance prior to agreeing on final actions
that were discussed during such meetings. Convening extensive working-level meetings
among the parties, ensuring timely exchange of information and documentation in
advance among the parties, ensuring the agreed actions are implemented with timely
follow-up, including engagement of interested parties with varying roles in the meetings,
has supported the parties build trust and make this problem-solving process effective.
B.

Summary of Agreed Actions12

11.
From 110 Complainants, 93 claims were resolved13 in favor of the Complainants through
case-by-case negotiations. This means that an agreement was reached on land and asset value
to be compensated. Twelve Complainants were found as non-affected, four14 refused to sell
their land because of land legacy and/or unreasonable demands for compensation packages
that were much higher than agreed in the MOU, and one passed away.
12.
Upon completion of the general and individual negotiation meetings, implementation and
monitoring plans were jointly developed by the parties with OSPF facilitation. These include
11

Mr. T. Ganbold, lawyer of PMO, and Mr. B. Altansukh, legal specialist of the MUB Land Agency.
General Memorandum of Understanding to Resolve the Complaint signed on 2 July 2018.
13 Summary of Case-by-Case Negotiation Results.
14 At the request of these 4 complainants, road alignment was shifted to avoid acquisition of their properties. Meeting
minutes were recorded to document such agreement and signed by all the participants of the meeting and
consecutively PMO sent a written notice to these 4 complainants that they are no longer affected by the project.

12
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timelines for actions leading to payment of compensation comprising (i) ordinance issuance, (ii)
concluding contracts, (iii) payment of compensation to all the Complainants, and (iv) official
hand-over of the comparable land to the nontitle holders (36 Complainants).
13.
Joint meetings between the ADB project team, small-scale technical assistance (SSTA)
consultants, NGOs, and PMO to discuss expectations on objectives and outcomes of the SSTA
on livelihood restoration were convened and agreed to upgrade the activities to be carried out
for the APs based on recommendations from the SSTA report.15
III.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COURSE OF ACTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

14.
During an OSPF Mission from 21–25 August 2018, OSPF learned that MUB and PMO
were unable to meet some of the most critical deadlines stipulated in the MOU and case-bycase negotiation agreements, most notably compensation payments. In consultation with
stakeholders, corrective actions were agreed, and an implementation and monitoring plan was
prepared in September 2018. On 12 November 2018, OSPF, in consultation with all the parties,
found that a few commitments had not been met and consequently agreed on a new timeline for
delivering the agreed actions and the implementation and monitoring plan was updated (see
Appendix 2). On the basis of the agreed 12 November plan, it was concluded that the problemsolving process for this case had reached its final stage. Thus, this report reflects OSPF actions
to 12 November 2018.
15.
The OSPF is currently monitoring the implementation of the agreed actions. The
Implementation and Monitoring Plan is a working document and may be periodically revised on
the basis of mutual agreement of the stakeholders. When the agreed actions in the
implementation plan have been completed to the satisfaction of the key stakeholders, OSPF will
prepare a Final Report for this case.

15

There have been recommendations on the SSTA study and report by all parties. After TA implementation, the
parties will discuss the next steps to upgrade activities prior to scaling up.
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